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ABSTRACT 
 

The robot supporting structures play a very vital role in the motion of robots. The robot on a confined location such 

as ceiling or foundation can move in any direction. Due to this forces and moment act on the structure at the region 

where the mounting for robot is provided. The maximum deflection in the structure is at the support location. Also, 

the structure vibrates due to the natural frequency. If this frequency becomes equal to the frequency of other moving 

elements, the possibility of resonance increases. Hence to keep the structure from oscillating with maximum 

frequency the need of frequency optimization is necessary. The complete structure is kept in the limits of minimum 

deflection due to vibration by considering the harmonic response. 
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1. Introduction 

Robotic structures are those which are used to support the robot assembly. The structure provides complete support 

for the motion for robot. These structures are built according to the necessity of the robot. Here, the pick and place 

robot is supported with a pedestal which is ultimately attached with the overhead structure. 

Optimized structural design for the structures of the industrial robots have to meet certain criteria regarding 

dimensional design and shape, material consumption and adapt this to the functional requirements. For an optimized 

design of the robot structure the engineers normally consider all the aspects of industrial applications where the 

structure will be integrated. Specific requirements are related to the resistance of the elements, not to oversize the 

structure but also to guarantee minimum criteria of stability and security in operation and to fit the material and its 

shape with the above mentioned criteria. It is required to correlate all these with the kinematic model of the joints 

and from this basis to establish the loads and to build a dynamic model to determine the behavior from this point of 

view.  [1] 

 

1.1 SCOPE 

The availability of data required for complete design of the robotic structure is not properly categorized. There is a 

vast need of experimental data. This data is not available easily as many researchers are working on it. Assumptions 

of many parameters are to be considered while designing as the forces and motions are not particularly specified. 

There is always a confined scope in consideration of data. 

1.2 METHODOLOGY 

The brief idea about the steps carried out for the analysis and validation of the structure. The methodology is 

initiated with the design of the hollow section by using the data provided by the company. Similar structure was 

considered for trial models. The meshing and basic structural analysis was done on the trial model by applying 

boundary conditions to restrict the deformation within the given limits. Then the model with required deformation 

and stress value was considered for basic analysis. As the natural frequency of the structure is to be increased to a 

certain value to avoid resonance, the structure was optimized according to the provided conditions until the required 

frequency is obtained. After obtaining the required frequency, further harmonic response was calculated on the same 

structure. This result was validated with the experimental result.  
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2. HARMONIC ANALYSIS  
There are some phenomena which exhibit a repetitive pattern, e.g., a sine wave, motion of a pendulum, etc. To solve 

such kind of problems so as to get answers to questions like what is the magnitude of maximum and minimum point, 

frequency of repetition, etc., a typical type of solution method has to be implemented. Harmonic analysis is one such 

mathematical procedure for describing and analyzing phenomena of a periodically recurrent nature. Many complex 

problems having a complicated mathematical equations and in turn complex curves have been reduced to 

manageable terms by the technique of breaking them into sums of comparatively simple components. This can be 

approximated to a simple mathematical formulation which states that a circle with infinitely large diameter can be 

assumed to be a straight line. On similar lines, a complex curve can be broken into small and simple curves with 

some approximation and then this can be solved. 

As mentioned above, many physical phenomena, such as sound waves, alternating electric currents, tides, and 

machine motions and vibrations, may be periodic in character. The variables of measurement of such periodic 

motions are a dependent variable, measured with respect to an independent variable, usually, time. A 

 considerable amount of data is collected for a number of successive values for dependent and independent variables 

and a curve is plotted from them. This will represent a function in terms of the independent variable. Generally, it is 

observed that the mathematical expression for the function will be unknown. However, with the periodic functions 

found in nature, the function can be expressed in terms of trigonometric terms such as the sum of a number of sine 

and cosine terms. Such a sum is known as a Fourier series, after the French mathematician Joseph Fourier (1768– 

1830).The determination of the coefficients of these terms is called harmonic analysis. The term in this Fourier 

series that has a period equal to that of the function, f(x), is called the fundamental. Other terms are integral 

submultiples of the fundamental and have shortened periods are called harmonics. This terminology is derived from 

one of the earliest applications, the study of the sound waves created by a violin. 

 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS  
As the robotic structure was considered, the design was completely according to the company requirement. The 

trials were conducted to finalize model for deformation below the range of safety. The final trial model was 

considered for optimization on frequency. Optimization was further carried out in the geometry to increase the 

frequency. The frequency was increased up to required limit. The final model obtained after all the cases was 

initiated for harmonic response analysis for the required range of frequency in confined number of intervals. 

The deformation of harmonic response for the range of frequency results to an approximate value. This value is then 

validated with the experimental test results obtained from company. The error for accuracy is calculated to check for 

the  reliability of the structure. 
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